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In this paper, we present an optoﬂuidic waveguide platform consisting of liquid as a core material
and air as cladding, enabled by using a superhydrophobic channel featured with hydrophobized
high-aspect-ratio sharp-tip nanostructures. The contact of the liquid core with the superhydrophobic
channel wall is minimized with an air layer retained between them so that the effective refractive
index of the cladding layer is close to that of air. Thus, when light is introduced through the core
liquid having a higher refractive index than that of the cladding air at the incident angle parallel to
the channel direction less than a critical angle, it is reﬂected at the liquid-gas interface by the total
internal reﬂection. When the cladding layer is ﬁlled with water (i.e., Wenzel state), the waveguide
losses for the incident angles of 0 and 10 were 3.9 and 6.8 dB/cm, respectively. In contrast,
when the cladding layer is retained with air (i.e., Cassie-Baxter state), the waveguide losses for the
same incident angles were as low as 0.1 and 1.8 dB/cm, respectively. The signiﬁcantly lowered
waveguide losses at the Cassie-Baxter state indicate that superhydrophobic channels can provide
the effective waveguide platform for optoﬂuidics, exploiting the air layer as the cladding material.
Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5049692

In recent years, optoﬂuidics has drawn great attention,
combining the advantages of optics and microﬂuidics in a
single integrated device.1–4 Typically, liquid-core waveguide
platforms have been developed for biomedical sensing and
diagnosing,5–7 which requires the light and ﬂuid to share the
same path to take advantages of the optoﬂuidic interactions
between them.8 In the liquid-core waveguide platforms, the
refractive index (n) of the cladding material has to be smaller
than that of the core liquid such as water (nwater ¼ 1.33) to
enable the total internal reﬂection for the conﬁguration of an
index-guided mode.9 The index-guided mode can be realized
in several different ways. For example, Cho et al. demonstrated the liquid-core waveguide platform using a Teﬂon
AF (amorphous ﬂuoropolymer) layer as the cladding material,10 where a Teﬂon AF layer as thick as 5 lm was required
to cover the microchannel walls to conﬁne light in the liquid
core effectively. Since Teﬂon AF has a refractive index of
1.31, which is not much different from that of water, the
index-guided mode could be achieved only within a relatively small incident angle (<10 ). Han et al. demonstrated
the liquid-core waveguide platform using hollow-core photonic crystal ﬁber (PCF) as the cladding material, where the
hollow core was ﬁlled with water so that the light was guided
through index-guided liquid-core PCF rather than bandgapguided hollow-core PCF, which further allowed the surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) sensing at the interface
between liquid and PCF walls.11 However, relatively high
pumping power for the liquid ﬂow and the associated Joule
heating due to the high hydrodynamic friction at the channel
walls remain as issues, which could change the temperature
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and properties of the analytes in the liquid core.12,13 An antiresonant reﬂecting optical waveguide mode has also been
demonstrated recently based on an anti-resonant Fabry–Perot
reﬂector,14,15 where light can propagate within an oxide
layer with a larger refractive index sandwiched by a liquid
core and the other oxide layer with a lower refractive index.
It can also be integrated with a solid core so that it does not
require the liquid core and light to share the same path.
However, the fabrication process is complicated and a small
channel size is required to reduce propagation loss.16 Wolfe
et al. demonstrated a liquid-core liquid-cladding waveguide
platform,17,18 where the interface between the core and cladding could be reconﬁgured due to the low Reynolds number
ﬂow characteristics and adapted continuously by regulating
the ﬂow speeds. However, it is not effective to maintain the
liquid-liquid interface over a relatively long ﬂow path and
operation time. Moreover, most liquids have similar refractive indexes to that of water, which limits the wide application of this mode.
The various challenges and issues in the current indexguided modes demonstrated can be resolved if gas (i.e., air)
can be used as the cladding material. Air has a much lower
refractive index (nair ¼ 1.0) than most solid and liquid materials, so it can allow a wider range of incident angles. Air also
has much lower viscosity than that of liquid, so it can signiﬁcantly reduce the hydrodynamic friction and Joule heating at
the interface between the core and cladding. On recent advances in microﬂuidics, superhydrophobic channels have shown
that the air layer can be conﬁgured and retained on the channel walls using hydrophobic structures on small (i.e., micro
and nano) scales which can levitate water due to surface tension effects.19,20 However, such superhydrophobic channels
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have not yet been demonstrated as waveguide platforms for
the index-guided mode for the liquid-core air-cladding conﬁguration. In this paper, we examine the waveguide coupling
efﬁciency of the superhydrophobic channels that can uniquely
allow the index-guided mode on the basis of the liquid-core
air-cladding architecture to potentially address and overcome
such challenges and issues.
Figure 1 shows the overall scheme of the proposed superhydrophobic waveguiding. The hydrophobic high-aspect-ratio
sharp-tip nanostructures levitate water in the core due to
roughness-induced superhydrophobicity21 and retain air
between the liquid core and channel walls. If light is introduced through the core liquid having a higher refractive index
than that of the composite cladding layer composed of the
solid nanostructures and air with the incident angle less than a
critical angle, the light is mostly reﬂected at the liquid-gas
interfaces by the total internal reﬂection and guided within
the liquid core along the channel direction. The effective
refractive index (neff) of the composite cladding layer can be
estimated by the volume averaging theory22 as
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
neff ¼ ð1  /Þn2air þ /n2solid ;
(1)
where / is the solid fraction of the superhydrophobic surface
and nsolid is the refractive index of the solid material. With
the signiﬁcantly reduced contact of the solid surface with the
liquid core (i.e., small value of /) by the high-aspect-ratio
and sharp-tip geometry of the nanostructures, the effective
refractive index of the solid-air composite cladding layer can
be close to that of air (i.e., neff ﬃ 1). The high-aspect-ratio
sharp-tip geometry of the nanostructures (i.e., small value of
/) is also advantageous for reducing the scattering loss of
light 23 and the hydrodynamic friction at the channel walls.24
Figure 2(a) shows the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of the high-aspect-ratio sharp-tip nanostructures of silicon fabricated by the simple black silicon
method25 based on a maskless reactive ion etching process
(Plasmalab 100, Oxford Instruments) using O2 and SF6 as
etching gases. The height of the needle-like nanostructures is
10 lm, and the average pitch (distance between adjacent
structures) is 1 lm, giving the aspect ratio greater than 10.
The radius of the curvature of the tip apex was 20 nm.

FIG. 2. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the high-aspectratio sharp-tip nanostructures of silicon fabricated by the black silicon
method. (b) and (c) Apparent contact angles of water droplets (4 lL) on the
nanostructured surfaces before and after the PTFE coating, respectively. (d)
Schematic of the channel assembly and waveguide measurement.

Unlike a ﬂat and polished silicon surface, the black silicon
nanostructures are nonreﬂecting and show broadband optical
absorption.26,27 As shown in Fig. 2(b), after the plasma etching, the nanostructured silicon surface showed hydrophilicity
with the apparent contact angle of a water droplet of 20 ,
suggesting a Wenzel state (i.e., no air retained between the
liquid droplet and the solid surface).28 To achieve a CassieBaxter superhydrophobic state (i.e., air retained between
the liquid droplet and the solid surface),29 a PTFE
(Polytetraﬂuoroethylene) layer (Teﬂon, DuPontV) of a few
nanometer thick was spin-coated on the nanostructured surface. The hydrophobic coating resulted in the apparent contact angle of a water droplet of 175 [Fig. 2(c)] with the
contact angle hysteresis less than 2 , which suggests that the
solid fraction (/) of the Cassie-Baxter-state superhydrophobic surface should be in the range of 103–104. For such a
low solid fraction, the effective refractive index (neff) of the
cladding layer should be close to 1.0, according to Eq. (1).
R

FIG. 1. Schematic of the superhydrophobic waveguide platform. The incident light is mostly reﬂected at the water/air interface with an effective
refractive index close to that of air.
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A superhydrophobic channel was prepared using the
two silicon substrates featured with the hydrophobized highaspect-ratio sharp-tip nanostructures as the channel walls on
top and bottom, as shown in Fig. 2(d). Epoxy was used to
bond the silicon substrates to each side of the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer (1.5 mm thick) whose middle part
(2.5 cm long and 1.0 cm wide) was pre-molded and punched
to have open space to serve as a rectangular channel and
hold water. At the two ends of the PDMS slab, the inlet and
outlet (1 mm in diameter) for the introduction of water into
the channel were made, using a biopsy punch. Deionized
water was then pumped into the channel using a syringe
pump. During the measurement of the waveguide coupling
efﬁciency of the superhydrophobic channel, the inlet and
outlet were sealed with scotch tapes to minimize any leak of
water out of the channel.
The waveguide coupling efﬁciency of the superhydrophobic channel was examined using the linearly-polarized ultraviolet (UV) light of the HeCd laser with a wavelength of
325 nm as the light source, as also illustrated in Fig. 2(d). The
beam was spatially ﬁltered through a pinhole before it was
introduced to the PDMS channel. The beam was introduced to
one end of the other sides than the sides used for the inlet/outlet for water. The incident and transmitted beam powers were
measured right before and after the superhydrophobic channel
using a UV power detector (Newport Corporation) with resolution of nanowatts and a detection area of 1 cm by 1 cm. The
initial beam power and the beam diameter measured right
before the superhydrophobic channel were 480 lW and
500 lm, respectively. The small beam size (500 lm) relative to that of the liquid core (1.5 mm) helps to reduce the coupling loss of light at the introduction through the PDMS wall.
The large wavelength (325 nm) relative to that of nanostructures’ tips (not more than a couple of tens of nanometers) also
helps to reduce the scattering loss of light at the solid tips.23
The superhydrophobic channel was mounted on a rotational
stage (Thorlabs, Inc.), and the transmitted power through the
superhydrophobic waveguide was measured at various incident angles of the beam. Then, the waveguide loss (WL) was
estimated using the following equation:30
 
Q1
WL ¼ 10 log10
;
(2)
Q2
where Q1 and Q2 are the laser powers measured at the front
and end of the PDMS channel, respectively. The measurement was done for three times to obtain the average and standard deviation values. The waveguide loss of the
nanostructured silicon substrates without the PTFE coating
(i.e., hydrophilic surfaces with a Wenzel state for the liquid
core) was also examined for the channel walls for the comparison to that of the superhydrophobic channels.
Figure 3(a) shows the waveguide loss (WL) for the unit
length of the channel. Before measuring the waveguide
losses for the hydrophilic (Wenzel state) and superhydrophobic (Cassie-Baxter state) channels, those for the channels
without water ﬁlled were also measured to estimate the
losses through the PDMS walls and air at the various incident angles of the beam. As observed in Fig. 3(a), without
water ﬁlled, the waveguide losses for hydrophilic and
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FIG. 3. (a) The measured values of the waveguide losses for the hydrophilic
channel without water ﬁlled (black, i), the hydrophilic channel with water
ﬁlled (red, ii), the superhydrophobic channel without water ﬁlled (blue, iii),
and the superhydrophobic channel with water ﬁlled (green, iv). (b)
Photographs of the UV lights transmitted along the hydrophilic channel with
water ﬁlled (ii) and the superhydrophobic channel with water ﬁlled (iv) at
the incident angle of 20 . The scale bar in each photograph represents 2 mm.

superhydrophobic channels are not signiﬁcantly different for
the various incident angles of the beam, although that of the
superhydrophobic channel was slightly (less than 1 dB/cm)
smaller in general. While the waveguide loss was 4 dB/cm at
the incident angle of 0 , it increased with the incident angle up
to 9–10 dB/cm until 20 and then became almost constant.
The large and similar increase in the waveguide loss with
respect to the incident angle is mainly due to the broadband
absorption of the light by the high-aspect-ratio conical geometry of the sharp-tip nanostructures.31,32 With water ﬁlled, the
waveguide loss for the hydrophilic channel was not signiﬁcantly different from that without water ﬁlled. The refractive
index of silicon (3.18) is higher than that of water, so there is
effectively no total internal reﬂection present. Similar to the
channels with no water ﬁlled, the light is mainly trapped and
absorbed by the high-aspect-ratio conical nanostructures with
the increase in the incident angle. In contrast, the waveguide
loss for the superhydrophobic channel with water ﬁlled was
signiﬁcantly lower than the other cases. It was only 0.1 dB/
cm at the incident angle of 0 and not more than 3 dB/cm
even at 20 . Unlike the other cases, the waveguide loss kept
increasing with the incident angle up to 40 –50 , which is
around the value of the theoretical critical angle (48 ) for the
total internal reﬂection based on Snell’s law33 using the effective refractive index of the cladding layer as 1.0. Even with the
incident angle around the critical angle, the waveguide loss
through the superhydrophobic channel with the liquid core
(7 dB/cm) was still lower than the other cases.
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In speciﬁc, compared to the hydrophilic channel with
water ﬁlled, the transmitted power through the superhydrophobic channel with water ﬁlled is much higher, such as 83
vs. 10% and 16 vs. 2% at the incident angles of 0 and 20 ,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(b), for the case of the incident angle of 20 , the waveguide coupling efﬁciency of the
superhydrophobic channel with the liquid core is evident
compared to that of the hydrophilic channel. It indicates that
the superhydrophobic channel is indeed effective to create
the air cladding layer between the liquid core and solid channel walls to allow the efﬁcient coupling for the total internal
reﬂection and waveguiding. Meanwhile, the superhydrophobic channel with the liquid core still shows the signiﬁcant
waveguide loss even before the incident angle approaches
the critical angle (e.g., 3 dB/cm at 20 ). This is partly due
to the increasing effects of the scattering and diffraction of
the UV light through the PDMS channel walls (i.e., air/
PDMS/water interfaces at the front and water/PDMS/air
interfaces at the end) with a higher incident angle.34
Considering the refractive index of PDMS (1.4), the light
would also experience the total internal reﬂection at the
PDMS/water interface in the front and the PDMS/air interface at the end with a higher incident angle. In addition, only
the top and bottom surfaces of the channels were engineered
to be superhydrophobic but not for the sidewalls. Thus, the
loss at the sidewalls should also contribute to the waveguide
loss with the increase in the incident angle. Furthermore, the
scattering by the nanostructures’ tips which wet the core
water should be more signiﬁcant as the incident angle
increases. Although the PTFE layer for the superhydrophobic channel has a slightly less refractive index than that of
water, it was too thin to be effective. Moreover, the effective
incident angle to the PTFE layer put on the almost vertical
sidewalls of the high-aspect-ratio conical nanostructures is
basically beyond the critical angle for the total internal
reﬂection (11 ) so that the PTFE layer should not be effective to suppress the scattering by the solid nanostructures’
tips. If such issues are minimized, the superhydrophobic
channel with the liquid-core and air-cladding will show more
signiﬁcant waveguide efﬁcacy with much reduced loss.
The results verify that a superhydrophobic channel with
a low solid fraction can effectively allow the conﬁguration
of a liquid-core air-cladding waveguide platform. Such a
unique conﬁguration will be of great signiﬁcance in optoﬂuidics, where the light can be effectively guided and transmitted along the ﬂow channel with little interference with the
solid channel walls. The superhydrophobic waveguide platform also has great potentials to the applications with less
friction, Joule heating, and biofouling35 taking advantages of
the multifunctional beneﬁts of superhydrophobic surfaces.
The superhydrophobic waveguide platform can also serve as
an additional platform for biosensing based on surfaceenhanced Raman scattering.36
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